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The contemporary world has experienced, in recent months, a pandemic context
caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus that appeared in Wuhan City, China, in late
December 2019 (ZHU et al., 2020). The first cases were referred to as an outbreak
of pneumonia of unknown origin that could be associated with a severe acute
respiratory syndrome. It was soon confirmed that it was an infectious disease caused
by a new type of coronavirus (ZHU et al., 2020; LU et al., 2020).
The highest mortality rates of the disease caused by SARS-CoV-2, Corona
Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), have been mostly associated with elderly patients
or the presence of comorbidities that potentiate a severe condition of the disease.
The clinical spectrum of human infection is not yet fully established, and it is not
possible to accurately determine the pattern of lethality, mortality, infectivity and
transmissibility (BRASIL, 2020a). However, from studies on COVID-19 in the
pediatric age group, it is a consensus to affirm that, in the vast majority of children,
the disease has been asymptomatic or with mild to moderate symptoms (VILELAS,
2020; DONG et al., 2020; REHMAN et al., 2020).
Although children do not present a higher risk for the severe form of COVID-19,
the pandemic has important repercussions for different Brazilian childhoods,
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with unintended consequences for the health and well-being of this population,
especially those with greater social vulnerability, those with chronic diseases and/
or special conditions.
In this text we propose a reflection on the repercussions of the pandemic on the
health of Brazilian children, advancing a little beyond the clinical aspects of the
disease. However, we highlight that it will not be possible to exhaust this discussion,
since these impacts will behave differently in each childhood, considering their
particularities and the context where they live.
The arrival of the new virus has put to the test how each country faces the
pandemic, what health resources it is using to contain the disease, as well as what
strategies it adopts to care for those affected. For Werneck and Carvalho (2020), in
Brazil, the challenges are even greater, considering the context of social inequality,
with populations living in precarious housing and sanitation conditions, without
systematic access to water and in agglomeration situation.
Brazil, like all countries experiencing the pandemic, has adopted measures to
contain the spread of the virus and prevent the health system from collapsing due
to the exponential growth of cases. Among the main precautionary measures are
the isolation of cities, the closure of establishments, including schools, and the
suspension of public transport, with the adoption of different protocols depending
on each region (VENTURA; AITH; RACHED, 2020).
Wong et al. (2020) highlight that the suspension of face-to-face activities
in schools, social distancing, the reduction of health services (e.g., cancellation
non-urgent consultations) and ubiquitous public health messages are some of the
measures aimed at delaying of contamination by COVID-19. In particular, children
from families with low socioeconomic status probably present a higher risk for new
or aggravating problems, highlighting the critical role of risk mitigation strategies
for these families.
The United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF, 2020) highlights the indirect
effects of the pandemic on children by estimating that: 1.8 billion (77%) of the 2.35
billion children under the age of 18 worldwide living in one of 132 countries with
home stay policies since the beginning of May; in 177 countries, almost 1.3 billion
students (more than 72%) are out of school due to their closure; 40% of the world's
population cannot wash their hands with soap and water at home; and even more
than 117 million children in 37 countries may miss measles vaccination in the first
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half of 2020, as the pandemic has hampered immunization campaigns, either due
to the absence of such or low demand for basic health units.
UNICEF (2020) also highlights the negative interference of the pandemic on
children's eating standards, considering that in 143 countries, nearly 370 million
children typically rely on school meals to obtain a reliable source of daily nutrition,
and now need to look for other food sources while schools are closed. Reporting
UNICEF data to the Brazilian reality, according to the 2019 School Census (BRASIL,
2020b), Brazil has almost 39 million children and adolescents enrolled in the public
primary education network, and may depend on school meals to complement or
guarantee daily food, compromised by the suspension of classes at that time.
The pandemic can still expose Brazilian children, unequally, to a higher risk of
morbidity and mortality from preventable diseases, since the discontinuity of routine
vaccination can increase susceptibility and the likelihood of outbreaks of vaccinepreventable diseases, such as measles, influenza, among other immunopredictable
diseases (SBIM, 2020). In addition, the absence of a healthy daily diet can increase
cases of malnutrition.
Thus, risk mitigation strategies during social distancing measures need to
be adopted. Each country should assess its epidemiological risks, as well as offer
structural conditions in its health system to carry out vaccination safely (SBIM,
2020), and also ensure the feeding of children during the removal from the public
school system (BRASIL, 2020b).
Also on the impacts of the suspension of school activities, it is necessary to reflect
on the difficulties in offering remote activities to children and adolescents students
of the public school system. In many locations in Brazil there is an abyss between
the quality of public and private education, in addition to the lack of access to
the Internet, situations that were evident at that time. While private schools have
offered remote education to their students to ensure minimal access to education
during the pandemic, students from public schools in many Brazilian states have
been without classes since the beginning of social distancing measures.
Although the benefits of social distancing are well established by reducing
the risk of transmission of SARS-CoV-2, these measures can have more harmful
consequences for children's health.
Among the emotional reactions and behavioral changes frequently presented
by children during the pandemic, Marin et al (2020) highlight the difficulties of
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concentration, irritability, fear, restlessness, boredom, feeling of loneliness, changes
in sleep pattern and diet; which are expected manifestations within the current
context. Thus, the importance of understanding the social and family scenario of
each child is reinforced in order to adequately meet their individual needs.
Still, reports of increased domestic violence after quarantine orders in China
revealed the risks of isolation for interpersonal violence. A review of the psychological
impact of quarantine published in The Lancet (ROBERTON et al., 2020) indicated
increased anger, confusion and symptoms of post-traumatic stress, as well as evidence
of increased substance use in quarantined people. These types of unregulated emotions
and substance use can increase violent behavior, especially within the family.
With social distancing, the increase in the time of coexistence and tensions
in interpersonal relationships are factors that, according to Marques et al (2020)
can make more frequent episodes of violence against children and adolescents in
this period. Furthermore, Roberton et al (2020) report that children's exposure
to intimate partner violence, witnessed directly or heard, is harmful and can lead
to posttraumatic stress disorder and other emotional and behavioral problems. In
typical (i.e. non-pandemic) circumstances, child abuse rates are alarming.
From the above, the COVID-19 pandemic unveils a crisis of children's rights, a
crisis that, in order to guarantee life in sometimes minimal conditions, denies the
right to come and go, access to health services, education, food, sociability, culture
and, in some situations, the right of family life, all provided for in the Statute of
children and adolescents as essential rights (BRASIL, 2017).
We hope that overcoming this pandemic, to the extent that it exposes so clearly
so many inequalities, can not only expose the susceptibility of the vulnerable; above
all, demand public policies for repair and mitigation of risks.1
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